
NMS Summer Reading 2019 8th Grade 
 

Students entering grade 8 should read Trouble by Gary D. Schmidt and at least one title from this list. 
In September, students will complete an in class writing assignment on Trouble. Students will also complete a project on their choice 
book. 
 

Titles that are included in the 2019-2020 Book Challenge are Noted with a double asterisk at the end of the annotation. 
 

SPORTS 
Gutless by Carl Deuker -- With both good speed and good hands, wide receiver Brock should be a natural for the varsity 
team, but he shies from physical contact. Now a target for bullying, Brock struggles to overcome his fears and discover 
that, in his own way, he is brave enough. 
 
Hard Ball by Will Weaver -- A fourteen-year-old Minnesota farm boy has to figure out how to get along with the 
arch-rival in his love life and on the baseball diamond, and both boys must learn how to deal with the unfair expectations 
of their fathers. 
 
Kick by Walter Dean Myers --Told in their separate voices, thirteen-year-old soccer star Kevin and police sergeant 
Brown, who knew his father, try to keep Kevin out of juvenile hall after he is arrested on very serious charges. 
 
Muckers by Sandra Neil Wallace --  "Felix O'Sullivan, standing in the shadow of his dead brother, an angry, distant father, 
and racial tension, must lead the last-ever Muckers high school football team to the state championship before a mine 
closing shuts down his entire town.” 

Out of Nowhere by Maria Padian --Performing community service for pulling a stupid prank against a rival high school, 
soccer star Tom tutors a Somali refugee with soccer dreams of his own.  

HISTORICAL FICTION  

The Night Diary by Veera Hiranandani -- After India is separated into two countries: Pakistan and India, hundreds of 
thousands are killed crossing borders. Half-Muslim, half-Hindu twelve-year-old Nisha doesn't know where she belongs, 
or what her country is anymore. When Papa decides it's too dangerous to stay in what is now Pakistan, Nisha and her 
family become refugees to reach her new home.  

Before We Were Free by Julia Alvarez -- In the early 1960s in the Dominican Republic, twelve-year-old Anita learns that 
her family is involved in the underground movement to end the bloody rule of the dictator, General Trujillo.  

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak --  A young girl trying to make sense of the trials of Nazi Germany discovers the beauty 
of literature after stealing books and telling stories to comfort others, including a Jewish man hiding in the basement.  

A Break with Charity: A Story about the Salem Witch Trials by Ann Rinaldi -- Susanna wants to join the circle of girls 
who meet every week, but doesn't realize that they are about to set off a torrent of false accusations leading to the 
imprisonment and execution of countless innocent people. Susanna faces a painful choice. Should she let the witch-hunt 
panic continue, or should she "break charity" with the group--and risk having her own family members named as 
witches? 
 

The Devil's Arithmetic by Jane Yolen -- Hannah is tired of holiday gatherings−all her family ever talks about is the past. In 
fact, it seems to her that's what they do every Jewish holiday. But this year's Passover Seder will be different−Hannah will 
be mysteriously transported into the past . . . and only she knows the unspeakable horrors that await.   

 

Forgotten Fire by Adam Bagdasarian -- In 1915 Vahan Kenderian is living a life of privilege as the youngest son of a wealthy 
Armenian family in Turkey. This secure world is shattered when some family members are whisked away while others are 
murdered before his eyes. Vahan loses his home and family, and is forced to live a life he would never have dreamed of in 
order to survive.  

All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 



 
 
The Island on Bird Street by Uri Orlev -- During World War II a Jewish boy is left on his own for months in a ruined house 
in the Warsaw Ghetto, where he must learn all the tricks of survival under constantly life-threatening conditions. 
 
The Librarian of Auschwitz by Antonio Iturbe- Based on the experience of real-life Auschwitz prisoner Dita Kraus, this is 
the incredible story of a girl who risked her life to keep the magic of books alive during the Holocaust.. See CommonSense 
Media for parent guide. 
 
Marika by Andrea Cheng --  Unaware of her Jewish heritage, Hungarian born Marika is raised as a Christian but learns 
how dangerous it is to be of Jewish heritage and living in Hungary during World War II.  
 
Waiting for Anya by Michael Morpurgo -- A young boy gains the support of a French town and a German soldier to help 
Jewish children escape during World War II.  
 
The War I Finally Won by Kimberly Brubaker Bradley -- Ada's journey continues as World War II rages on and Ada and her 
brother move in with their guardian Susan. As the fallout from war intensifies, calamity creeps closer, and life during 
wartime grows even more complicated. Who will Ada decide to be? How can she keep fighting? And who will she struggle 
to save? 

NONFICTION 
Black & White: The Confrontation Between Reverend Fred L. Shuttlesworth and Eugene “Bull” Connor by Larry Dane 
Brimner -- In the nineteen fifties and sixties,  Reverend Fred L. Shuttlesworth and Eugene "Bull" Connor were at odds for 
racial equality. .Author Larry Dane Brimner first covers each man's life and then brings them together to show how their 
confrontation brought about significant change to the southern city.  
 
The Boys in the Boat : The True Story of an American Team's Epic Journey to Win Gold at the 1936 Olympics (Young 
Readers Adaptation) by Daniel James Brown -- The astonishing tale of nine working-class boys from the American West 
who at the 1936 Olympics showed the world what true grit really meant.  
 
Chasing King’s Killer by James Swanson -- In his meteoric, thirteen-year rise to fame, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. led a 
mass movement for Civil Rights -- with his relentless peaceful, non-violent protests, public demonstrations, and eloquent 
speeches. But as violent threats cast a dark shadow over Dr. King's life, Swanson hones in on James Earl Ray, a bizarre, 
racist, prison escapee who tragically ends King's life. 
 
Getting Away With Murder:  The True Story of the Emmett Till Case by Chris Crowe- The kidnapping and violent murder 
of fourteen-year-old Emmett Till in 1955 was and is a uniquely American tragedy. In clear, vivid detail Chris Crowe 
investigates the before-and-aftermath of Till's murder, as well as the dramatic trial and speedy acquittal of his white 
murderers, situating both in the context of the nascent Civil Rights Movement. ** 
 
Home Front Girl by Joan Wehlen Morrison -- This is the diary of a smart, astute, and funny teenager, making a record of 
what an everyday American girl thought and felt during the Depression and the lead-up to World War II.  
 
Left for Dead by Pete Nelson -- This is the true account of the USS Indianapolis sinking and the story of the survivors who 
lasted 5 days in shark infested waters, coated in the ship’s oil, in fire, and without lifeboats. Then it’s the story of a middle 
school boy who brought the truth to light about the Navy’s cover-up for its failure to rescue them.  
 
Loving vs. Virginia by Patricia Hruby Powell-- The story of a landmark civil rights case, told in spare and gorgeous verse. 
In 1955, two teenagers fell in love. Richard and Mildred Loving were at the heart of a Supreme Court case that legalized 
marriage between races, and a story of the devoted couple who faced discrimination, fought it, and won. 
 
Sugar Changed the World: A Story of Magic, Spice, Slavery, Freedom, and Science by Marc Aronson and Marina Budhos 
-- Today, people think of sugar as just an additive for drinks or cereal, but it once fueled both the slave trade and the 
Industrial Revolution. The text contains descriptions of violence.  
 

 

All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/book-reviews/the-librarian-of-auschwitz
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REALISTIC FICTION 
All American Boys by Jason Reynolds and Brendan Kiely -- When 16-year-old Rashad is mistakenly accused of stealing and 
Quinn witness his brutal beating at the hands of the police, the boys' school, town, and country are affected. The plot 
contains profanity and violence. 
 
 
Homeless Bird by Gloria Whelan -- Like many girls her age in India, thirteen-year-old Koly faces her arranged marriage 
with hope and courage. But Koly's story takes a terrible turn when in the wake of the ceremony, she discovers she's been 
horribly misled—her life has been sold for a dowry. Can she forge her own future, even in the face of time-worn tradition?  
 
If I Was Your Girl by Meredith Russo -- Amanda Hardy, the new girl in school  is keeping a secret.  When she meets Grant, 
Amanda can't help but start to let him into her life. But she's terrified that once she tells him the truth, he won't be able to 
see past it.  Because the secret that Amanda's been keeping? It's that at her old school, she used to be Andrew. Will the 
truth cost Amanda her new life, and her new love?  

 
It Wasn’t Me by Dana Alison Levy -- When Theo's photography project is mysteriously vandalized at school there are five 
suspected students who all say "it wasn't me." His favorite teacher  has the six of them come into school over vacation to 
talk in a "Justice Circle." The six students think of it as their worst nightmare. That is until they realize they might get 
along after all, despite their differences. But what is everyone hiding and will school ever be the same?** 
 

Mockingbird by Kathryn Erskine -- Caitlin is as an eleven-year-old girl with Asperger's who is grieving the loss of her 
brother, Devon. Caitlin wants to get over it, b, she doesn't know how. When she reads the definition of closure, she 
realizes that is what she needs. In her search for it, Caitlin discovers that not everything is black and white--the world is 
full of colors--messy and beautiful. 
 
Obsessed: A Memoir of My Life With OCD by Allison Britz -- A brave teen recounts her debilitating struggle with 
obsessive-compulsive disorder—and brings readers through every painful step as she finds her way to the other side—in 
this powerful and inspiring memoir. 
 
Okay For Now by Gary D. Schmidt -- As a fourteen-year-old who just moved to a new town, with no friends, an abusive 
father, and a louse for an older brother, Doug Swieteck has all the stats stacked against him until he finds an ally in Lil 
Spicer. Together, they find a safe haven in the local library, inspiration in learning about the plates of John James 
Audubon's birds, and a hilarious adventure on a Broadway stage.  
 
Shooting Kabul by N.H. Senzai --  Based on a true story. Escaping from Taliban-controlled Afghanistan in the summer of 
2001, eleven-year-old Fadi and his family immigrate to the San Francisco Bay Area, where Fadi schemes to return to the 
Pakistani refugee camp where his little sister was accidentally left behind.   
 

FANTASY/SCIENCE FICTION  
The Belles by Dhonielle Clayton -- Camellia Beauregard is a Belle. In the opulent world of Orleans, Belles are revered, for 
they control Beauty, and Beauty is a commodity coveted above all else. In Orleans, the people are born gray, they are born 
damned, and only with the help of a Belle and her talents can they transform and be made beautiful.** 
 

The House of the Scorpion by Nancy Farmer -- In a future where humans despise clones, Matt enjoys special status as the 
young clone of El Patrón, the 140-year-old leader of a corrupt drug empire nestled between Mexico and the United States. 
 
A Ring of Endless Light by Madeleine L’Engle -- During the summer her grandfather is dying of leukemia and death seems 
all around, 15-year-old Vicky finds comfort with the pod of dolphins with whom she has been doing research. 
 
Scythe by Neal Shusterman -- A world with no hunger, no disease, no war, no misery: humanity has conquered all those 
things, and has even conquered death. Now Scythes are the only ones who can end life—and keep the size of the 
population under control. These teens must master the “art” of taking life, knowing that the consequence of failure could 
mean losing their own.  See CommonSense Media for parent guide.   

All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 

https://www.commonsensemedia.org/book-reviews/scythe-arc-of-a-scythe-book-1


 
 

 
Traitor’s Game by Jennifer A. Nielsen -- In the kingdom of Antora. Kestra Dallisor has spent three years in exile, but that 
won’t stop her from being drawn back into her father’s palace politics. A group of rebels kidnap Kestra from her carriage 
as she reluctantly travels home. The kidnappers want Kestra to retrieve the lost Olden Blade, the only object that can 
destroy the immortal king, but Kestra is not the obedient captive they expected.  As motives shift and secrets emerge, 
both will have to decide what—and who—it is they’re fighting for. 

 

All descriptions taken from OCLN, Accelerated Reader, or Amazon. 


